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1. General outline/Abstract 

 

Despite the strong dependence of certain sectors (e.g. energy, health, agriculture, tourism and 
insurance) on weather and climate variability, and several initiatives towards demonstrating the added 
benefits of integrating probabilistic climate forecasts into decision-making processes, such information 
is still under-utilised. Improved communication is fundamental to stimulate the use of climate products 
by end-users. This chapter focuses on evaluating the current approaches of climate information 
visualisation and its related communication, and identifies ways to improve this for probabilistic 
seasonal climate forecasts specifically. The overall aim of this study is to establish a visual 
communication protocol for such forecasts, which does not currently exist. Global Producing Centres 
(GPCs) show their own probabilistic forecasts with limited consistency in communication between 
different centres, which complicates how end users understand and interpret the products. A 
communication protocol that encompasses both the visualisation and description of climate forecasts 
can help to introduce a standard format and message to end users across different climate-sensitive 
sectors. It is hoped that this work will facilitate the improvement of decision-making processes that rely 
on climate forecast information, and enable their wide-range dissemination via new climate services. 

Keywords: climate, forecast, probability, communication, visualisation, climate services. 

 

2. Description 

 

Climate is defined as the average weather over relatively long periods of time (Solomon et al., 
2007). A climate projection is an estimate of the future, where as a climate forecast enables 
some level of confidence to be attached to a projection that is branded with “most likely” 
(IPCC, 2013), where a range of outcomes is provided, with the probability of each one to 
occur.  For climate-sensitive sectors (e.g. energy industry, health, agriculture, water resource 
management, tourism, insurances, etc.) climate forecasts are useful tools to better plan for 
the future (Thompson et al., 2006; García-Morales, & Dubus, 2007; Gámiz-Fortis, Pozo-
Vázquez, Trigo, Castro-Díez, 2008). Seasonal climate forecasts occupy an intermediate zone 
between weather forecasting and climate projections, and intend to issue a statement of the 
expected climate conditions for the next one to six months (Doblas-Reyes, García-Serrano, 
Lienert, Biescas, & Rodrigues, 2013). Despite the recent effort to develop underpinning 
science for seasonal to decadal (s2d) climate forecasts, there has been relatively little uptake 
and use of these new tools by users for decision-making in Europe (Falloon et al., 2013). 

Improved communication is fundamental to stimulate the use of climate forecast information 
within decision-making processes, so that highly climate-dependent industries are able to 
adapt to climate variability and change. The Global Framework for Climate Services (GFCS) 
initiative (Hewitt, Mason, & Walland, 2012), developing under the United Nations system and 
spearheaded by the World Meteorological Organisation aims to “mainstream” climate 
information into decision making at all levels in society via new climate services. Following the 
objectives of the GFCS and subsequent European projects: Seasonal-to-Decadal Climate 
Prediction for the Improvement of European Climate Service (SPECS) and the European 
Provision of Regional Impacts Assessment in Seasonal and Decadal Timescales 
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(EUPORIAS), this study investigates the challenges associated with the visualisation and 
description of seasonal climate forecasts.  

The overall objective is to establish a protocol for the visual communication of probabilistic 
climate forecasts, which can promote the wide-range dissemination and exchange of 
“actionable” seasonal forecasts from Global Producing Centres (GPCs). This chapter 
examines the existing barriers and deficits in visually communicating climate forecasts to end-
users. Although the importance of forecast visualisation has gained more weight and some 
progress has been made to advise visualisation techniques (e.g. Jupp, Lowe, Coelho, & 
Stephenson, 2012; Slingsby et al., 2009), there is still much work to be done. Therefore, we 
investigate the current state-of-the-art in visualising seasonal climate forecasts, in a decision-
making context.  

Current approaches to produce seasonal climate forecasts include the use of physically 
based dynamical global climate models, and/or empirically based statistical models. These 
approaches can be combined in a multi-model ensemble approach to produce probabilistic 
forecasts that adequately express the uncertainties of the future climate statement 
(Rodrigues, García-Serrano, & Doblas-Reyes, 2014). Probabilistic forecasts can be visualised 
in different ways. Often, they are presented as categories, e.g. terciles (three categories: 
lower, middle and upper thirds of a distribution) or quintiles (five categories). In some cases, 
the probability of the most likely category is provided, where the categories are formulated 
with respect to a climatological reference, such as the climatological upper and lower terciles. 
These define equiprobable categories that contain on average 1/3 of the events over the 
reference period.  

Any probabilistic forecast should be accompanied by an estimate of its past performance, 
known as forecast verification. This should address the accuracy (how close the forecast 
probabilities are to the observed frequencies), the skill (how the probabilistic forecasts 
compare with some reference system) and the utility (the economic or other advantages of 
the probabilistic forecasts) (Jolliffe & Stephenson, 2012). A number of different verification 
methods exist (e.g. relative operating characteristic (ROC), Brier skill score, Gerrity score, 
reliability diagram, correlation, etc).  

In this study, examples of probabilistic forecasts and their associated verifications were 
analysed from different forecasting centres and used to make a catalogue of current 
approaches, to assess their advantages and limitations and, finally, to recommend better 
alternatives. The variable and time period considered was precipitation for the December-to-
February (DJF) season for the year 2009/10. However, the analysis could also be extended to 
examine other climate variables, seasons and timescales. This time period was selected 
because an El Niño event was underway, which is characterised by a large scale abnormal 
warming in the equatorial Pacific. During El Niño episodes, tropical precipitation becomes 
disrupted, resulting in persistent temperature and precipitation anomalies in many regions 
(Ropelewski & Halpert, 1987; Halpert & Ropelewski, 1992; Trenberth & Stepaniak, 2001). For 
example, during El Niño wetter than normal conditions are observed over northern Brazil in 
the summer season (Ropelewski & Halpert, 1987; Halpert & Ropelewski, 1992). 
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During El Niño (and La Niña) events, climate forecasts are shown to be more accurate 
(Goddard & Dilley, 2005). When these events occur, there is a clear opportunity to incorporate 
climate information into decision making processes for climate-sensitive sectors. 

GPC's show their own probabilistic forecasts with limited consistency in the visual 
communication techniques across different centres. The recommended communication 
protocol for both the visualisation and description of climate forecasts can help to introduce a 
standard format and message to end-users in climate-sensitive sectors. This information does 
not yet exist and is, therefore, very timely as new climate services rapidly develop. 

 

Methods 

First, a case study to evaluate the availability, accessibility (exercise 1), visualisation and 
description (exercise 2) of seasonal forecasts from different forecasting centres was 
undertaken. This was followed by qualitative participatory exercises, conducted with potential 
decision makers to receive feedback on how to improve current forecast visualisation and 
description techniques (exercise 3). Finally, in another qualitative participatory exercise, a 
simplified decision making case study for Brazilian hydropower management was used to 
illustrate the range of possible decision outcomes, based on precipitation forecasts issued by 
various forecasting centres for the DJF 2009/10 period (exercise 4). Thirteen forecasting 
centres were compared that are either officially designated World Meteorological Organization 
(WMO) GPCs for Long Range Forecasts, or are identified by the WMO as lead or major 
centres providing global seasonal forecasts (WMO, 2013). As not all of the centres analysed 
are official GPC's, they are herein referred to as Forecast Centres (FC), and include:  

 

1. Met Office (United Kingdom) 

2. International Research Institute for Climate and Society (IRI)  

3. European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)  

4. Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (C) Climate Center (APCFC)  

5. Centro de Previsão de Tempo e Estudos Climáticos (CPTEC) 

6. Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) 

7. Bejing Climate Center (BCC) 

8. Climate Prediction Centre (CPC) National Oceanic and Atmospheric  

Administration (NOAA) 

9. Tokyo Climate Centre (TCC) 

10. Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA) 

11. Météo-France 

12. Meteorological Service of Canada (MSC) 

13. South African Weather Services (SAWS) 
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Exercise 1: Forecast availability and accessibility 

The availability and accessibility of climate forecasts and their corresponding verification for 
each of the FC's websites was analysed. The first aspects that were compared related to 
general aspects of the websites, such as if a login required, how many clicks is the required 
information from the FC’s homepage, is the site available in English. The second aspects 
focused on the forecast product and type available, the time periods available and how far in 
advance the information is issued (i.e. lead-time). The geographical region are seasonal 
climate variables that are forecast were also analysed. Finally, the corresponding forecast 
verification products and type were assessed in a similar way to the forecasts. 

Exercise 2: Forecast visualisation and description 

For each FC, the probabilistic precipitation forecast for (DJF) 2009/2010 season (and the 
corresponding verification map for the DJF season) was chosen to assess the different 
visualisation techniques adopted. Precipitation was the only variable available from all FCs. 
As previously mentioned, this period was marked by a strong El Niño event. An assessment 
was made of the descriptive information that appeared in the title/lettering, such as the 
forecast product/verification type, the probability of categories, the region, the variable, the 
period and when it was issued. The appearance of a legend, an indication of units, type of 
labels, the colours used and the number of different colours in the legend was also examined. 

Exercise 3: Forecast evaluation by end users 

During a workshop “Building two-way communication: A week of Climate Services” that took 
place at the International Centre for Theoretical Physics (ICTP) on 2-6 December 2013, 
organised by the CLIMRUN (Climate Local Information in the Mediterranean Region 
Responding to Users’ Needs) project, individual and group participatory interviews/exercises 
were conducted to evaluate the potential end-user perception of the seasonal climate forecast 
information and its communication from several FCs. In total, approximately 40 participants 
were involved, with a range of professional backgrounds from industry, policy and academia. 
For the first task, participants were divided into twelve groups and each group was assigned a 
FC. They were introduced to the FC's online homepage to access the probabilistic forecasts 
and verification information. Participants had to find the seasonal forecast corresponding to 
the (DJF) 2009/10 precipitation from the FC allocated to them. They were then asked key 
questions to evaluate their ability to understand and interpret the forecast and its 
corresponding verification, and their visualisation preferences. Feedback was also sought on 
the users’ perception of the main problems regarding communication of forecast information, 
barriers to the wide-range dissemination and exchange of actionable climate information, and 
possible improvements to be made. Information gathered from the questions was analysed 
further. 

Exercise 4: Use of forecasts in decision making 

For the final exercise the participants of the CLIM-RUN workshop had to evaluate a simplified 
decision making case study that required the use of seasonal forecast information. They put 
themselves in the position of an energy manager in Northeast Brazil, who had to decide 
whether to use the hydropower water reserves now or save them for the coming months. To 
guide their decision, each of the twelve groups were given a probabilistic seasonal 
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precipitation forecast from a different FC for DJF 2009/10 and, if available, the corresponding 
verification information. Information gathered from this exercise was analysed further. 

 

Results 

The outcome of the comparison between the FCs was evaluated, followed by the assessment 
of the decision-making case study exercise.  

Forecast availability and accessibility 

Table 1: The availability and accessibility of online forecast information for each FC. 

Availability and accessibility 

criterion  

FCs that meet the 

criterion 

Exceptions and further 

explanation 

Login needed to access forecast APCC, BoM, Météo-France BoM grants users access for 

research purposes 

Two “clicks” needed to access the 

forecast from homepage 

BCC, MSC  

Three “clicks” needed to access 

the forecast from homepage 

IRI, APCC, CPTEC,  SAWS  

Several “clicks” needed to access 

the forecast from homepage 

Met Office, ECMWF, CPC, 

NOAA, TCC, KMA,  

BOM forecasts were provided 

upon request 

Meteo-France forecasts not 

available online 

Two “clicks” needed to access the 

verification from homepage 

BCC BOM verification was provided 

upon request 

MSC verification was found 

via a Google search 

Three “clicks” needed to access 

the verification from homepage  

ECMWF, TCC,  NOAA  

Four “clicks” needed to access the 

verification from homepage 

IRI, CPTEC, KMA  

Up to six “clicks” needed to access 

the verification from homepage 

Met Office  

Website is not in English CPTEC, BCC (only parts), 

Meteo-France (in French) 

 

Incomplete scientific explanation or 

description of their forecast 

BCC (only some basic text), 

SAWS (no explanation) 

 

 

It was found that all FCs, except APCC (needs login), BoM and Météo-France have free access to 
their climate forecast data, although the BoM grants users access for research purposes. The web 
pages were not found to be entirely user friendly: most of them were difficult to browse and not 
intuitive when seeking specific information. The number of clicks required to access the forecast data 
varied (Table 1). This indicates that the forecast information at some FCs is more easily accessible, 
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which can imply a preference for the user when choosing a FC, regardless of the quality of the 
information. The number of “clicks” from the initial website to the verification data was also assessed 
and varied considerably between FCs (Table 1).  The proximity of the forecast and verification 
information, and thus the ability for the end user to evaluate in which regions the forecast is useful was 
also assessed. This varied strongly depending on the FC. Some display forecast and verification 
information together and some have completely different paths to each source. The websites are in 
English with the exception of CPTEC, BCC (parts are translated to English) and Météo-France 
(website only in French). Most FCs includes a scientific explanation or description of the forecast 
maps available on their website. BCC has some text, but not a full scientific explanation, and SAWS 
has no explanation.   

Forecast visualisation and description 

Global precipitation forecast for DJF 2009/10 were assessed alongside the corresponding global 
forecast verification of the DJF forecast. The results are summarised in the following table (all FC’s) 
and forecast images (for FC’s 1-5). 

Table 2: The online forecast communication approaches followed by each FC. 

Forecast visual communication 
approach  

FCs using this approach Exceptions and further 
explanation 

Forecast is displayed as “most 
likely tercile” 

IRI, ECMWF, CPTEC, 
BCC, TCC, SAWS 

Météo-France's, not possible to 
obtain information 

Forecast is displayed as “most 
likely quintile” 

Met Office Météo-France's, not possible to 
obtain information 

Forecast lead-time is one month ECMWF, BoM, BCC, 
NOAA, TCC, KMA, MSC 

 

Forecast lead-time is three 
months 

ECMWF, APCC, CPTEC, 
BoM, BCC, TCC 

 

Geographical region of forecast is 
global 

All FCs BoM and KMA, local regions 
shown 

ROC score verification used IRI, ECMWF, APCC, BCC, 
TCC, MSC, Met Office 

ROC: Met Office, TCC 

Generalized ROC or GROC: IRI 
ROC skill score: ECMWF 

ROC area above normal tercile: 
BCC ROC lower and upper 
tercile: MSC 

Forecast units are not shown Met Office, BoM, BCC, 
NOAA 

 

Longitude/latitude labels are not 
shown 

MSC, SAWS  

Longitude/latitude grid is not 
shown 

Met Office, IRI, ECMWF, 
APCFC, CPTEC, BoM, 
BCC, CPC, TCC, Météo-
France, SAWS 
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Figure 1: The Met Office forecasts (left) and verification maps (right). 

The forecast is shown as most likely tercile categories, labelled: “below-normal”, “near-normal”, 
“above-normal”, with probabilities included (although the unit (%) is not indicated). Each category is 
shown as an individual map. The probability range is from 20% to 80% divided by 20% intervals, and 
is the same for each category, as are the colours which use blue to indicate low probability, and 
orange for high probability.  

A ROC score verification is used, where grey represents a low score and red a high score. However, 
this is only available for the near-normal and above-normal categories. The start date, ensemble size, 
95% confidence regions or the baseline verification period are not shown. 

Global precipitation forecast for  

DJF 2009/10  

Global forecast verification of the  

DJF forecast 
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Figure 2: IRI forecast (left) and verification maps (right). 

The forecast is shown as most likely tercile categories, labelled: “below-normal”, “near-normal”, 
“above-normal”, with probabilities and unit included. Each category is shown as a continuous scale on 
a single map. The probability range is from 40% to 70% divided by 5% intervals from 40 to 50% and 
then 10% intervals from 50 to 70% in the lower and upper categories, although the normal category is 
a single value (40%). The colour scale uses yellow-brown to indicate low-high probability in the below-
normal category, grey for the near-normal category and green-blue to indicate low to high probability in 
the above-normal category. 

A single Generalised ROC verification is used for all three forecast categories, where grey represents 
low score and purple a high score. The exact start date is not shown for the forecast, although it 
appears to differ from the verification, which has a 0.5 month lead. Ensemble size, 95% confidence 
regions or the baseline verification period are not shown. 

 

Global precipitation forecast for  

DJF 2009/10  

Global forecast verification of the  

DJF forecast 

 

 

 

  

  

 

Figure 3: ECMWF forecast (left) and verification maps (right). 
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The forecast is shown as most likely tercile categories, labelled: “below lower tercile”, “other”, “above 
upper tercile”, with probabilities and unit included. Each category is shown as a continuous scale on a 
single map. The probability range is from 40% to 100% divided by 10% intervals from 40 to 70% and 
then a 30% interval from 70 to 100% in the lower and upper categories, and the “other” category has 
no probability. The colour scale uses yellow-red to indicate low-high probability in the below lower 
tercile category, white for the other category and turquoise-dark blue to indicate low to high probability 
in the upper tercile category.  

An anomaly correlation coefficient verification is used, which verifies only the forecast mean, not the 
probability categories. Purple indicates a strong negative correlation, white no correlation and red a 
strong positive correlation. A ROC score verification is also used, although only available for the below 
lower- and above upper-tercile categories, where purple-blue indicates a low score and yellow-red a 
high score. The exact start date, ensemble size, 95% confidence regions and baseline verification 
period are all shown. 

Global precipitation forecast for  

DJF 2009/10  

Global forecast verification of the  

DJF forecast 
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Figure 4: APCC forecast (left) and verification maps (right). 

The forecast is shown as most likely tercile categories, labelled: “below”, “normal”, “upper”, with 
probabilities and unit included. Each category is shown as a continuous scale on a single map.  The 
probability range is from 0 to 80% divided by 40% intervals from 0 to 40%, and 10% intervals from 40 
to 80% in all three categories. The colour scale uses white-dark brown to indicate low-high probability 
in the below category, white-dark grey to indicate low to high probability in the normal category and 
white-dark green to indicate low to high probability in the upper category.  

No verification map was available from the APCC website. The exact start date, ensemble size, 95% 
confidence regions or the baseline verification period are not shown. 

Global precipitation forecast for  
DJF 2009/10  

Global forecast verification of the  
DJF forecast 

 

 
Not available 

 

 

Figure 5: CPTEC forecast (left) and verification maps (right). 

The forecast is shown as most likely tercile categories, labelled: “lower tercile”, “central tercile 
most likely”, “upper tercile”, with probabilities and unit included. Each category is shown as a 
continuous scale on a single map. The probability range is from -40% to 80% divided by 10% 
intervals from 40 to 50% and 70 to 80%, and a 20% interval from 50 to 70% in the lower 
tercile (shown with negative values) and upper tercile (shown with positive values) categories, 
and the central tercile category has no probability attached. The colour scale uses yellow-red 
to indicate low-high probability in the lower tercile category, white for the central tercile 
category and light to dark blue to indicate low to high probability in the upper tercile category.  

An anomaly correlation coefficient verification is used, which verifies only the forecast mean, 
not the probability categories. Blue indicates a strong negative correlation, white no 
correlation and red a strong positive correlation. The exact start date, ensemble size, 95% 
confidence regions are not shown. The baseline verification period is shown. 
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Global precipitation forecast for  
DJF 2009/10  

Global forecast verification of the  
DJF forecast 

  

It was found that the most commonly available forecast is displayed as “most likely tercile”. It 
was not possible to obtain this kind of information from the Météo-France website. Therefore, 
this FC was not included for further analysis. The Met Office was the only FC to show the 
forecast in terciles and quintiles, i.e. considering more than three categories. The most 
common lead-time was one month (i.e. issued 1st November 2009 for a DJF 2009/10 
forecast) and three months lead (i.e. issued 1st September 2009 for a DJF 2009/10 forecast). 
There is a range of climate variables available via different FC websites, although 
precipitation is the only one offered by all FCs. The geographical region of each FC 
forecast/verification was global, with the exception of BoM and KMA, which showed regional 
maps.  

The most common verification type is the ROC, although different aspects of ROC analysis 
are presented. It was not possible to open the verification display from SAWS due to technical 
problems. For the forecasts, the region, forecast period and variable of the forecast 
corresponded to that of the verification in all FCs except BoM and KMA, where the forecast 
and/or verification were available for a different region, or only a subset of a region. It was 
often unclear if the lead times were the same, due to the lack of information in one or both 
graphics. 

When comparing the descriptive information provided alongside the graphics (i.e. title, labels, 
etc), nearly all FCs indicate the forecast type, period (with the exception of KMA) and the 
climate variable (precipitation). Other data, such as the indication of units, existence of a 
legend and longitude and latitude labels is not shown in all forecast graphics (Table 2). Some 
FCs do not display a unit or longitude/latitude labels or grid. The number of different colours 
used to represent different levels of skill also varied, depending on the FCs, from five to thirty 
colours. When comparing the information in the title of the verification, all centres indicated 
verification type (except NOAA), the period (except NOAA and KMA) and the climate variable. 
Only CPTEC indicated the region of interest. 

 

Forecast evaluation by end users 

When shown the different forecast examples, all participants agreed that the graphics were 
difficult to understand as there was not enough explanatory information (e.g. a description or 
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interpretation of the graphic). Overall, the meaning of the legend remained unclear and units 
were not always included. A common observation was that the title did not explain the 
graphic, and the terminology used was considered ambiguous (e.g. tercile, ECMWF, DJF). 
These should be written out and explained at first mention. Another critique was that longitude 
and latitude labels were missing, or where they were included, their meaning was not stated. 
The choice of colours was generally accepted, although it was mentioned that they do not 
depict exact numbers on the map. The meaning of the colour white or the percentages for 
each category was also not clear to some. The omission of units, e.g. percentages, metre per 
second, height, etc, was criticised. 

Interviewees suggested that the title and the descriptions should be modified to make the 
graphic more understandable with better information; they should be self-explanatory. At a 
glance, it should be clear what is shown and how the colours should be interpreted. Another 
suggestion was to include a zoom view.  

The evaluation of the verification maps was similar to that of the forecasts. All agreed that the 
title was unclear, as well as the terminology (e.g. ensemble-mean correlation), which should 
be explained by specifying, for instance, what was being correlated. Some participants 
thought that the colour choice was reasonable, whereas others stated that the colours were 
misleading. A global map was mentioned to be too big to effectively illustrate this kind of 
information. 

Concerning the key question of how the communication of climate forecast information to 
decision-makers can be improved, individuals confirmed that there is an urgent need for this 
to happen. They suggested the establishment of climate centres with advisors who know the 
subject and have connections to climate scientists/institutes/universities to help “translate” the 
information and to avoid incorrect statements. It is important to create connecting links to 
enable the exchange of information for both forecast providers and users because often 
clarity and understanding in the communication is missing. Also, improving the quality of the 
forecasts can help to create better relationships among scientists and decisions-makers. 
Participants said that it would be helpful for climate scientists to synthesise their data further 
to meet their specific needs, and improve the communication of uncertainty. 

Regarding the barriers that hinder a wide-range dissemination and exchange of actionable 
climate forecasts, the insufficient exchange of unfiltered and freely accessible data was 
highlighted, as well as that information is often not available free of charge. Another barrier 
was the difficulty in understanding or defining the meaning of forecast uncertainty. 

 

Use of forecasts in decision making 

For the decision making exercise, each group was asked to interpret the forecast and 
verification graphics from one of five, pre-selected FCs in order to take decisions regarding 
the management of water reserves for hydropower generation in North-east Brazil. The 
simplified decision scenario was whether the energy manager should use available water 
reserves to generate hydropower immediately or, depending upon forecast precipitation, to 
keep the reserves for the future season in case of forecast drought conditions (i.e. below-
normal rainfall). A precipitation forecast for DJF 2009/10 was provided, with one month lead 
time. Participants were asked to integrate probabilistic forecasts and verification information in 
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their decision-making process. Two groups were given forecast and verification graphics from 
the Met Office (Figure 1a and 1b). One group decided that the forecast probability was not 
high enough for any of the three categories (below-normal, near-normal, above-normal), and 
so they would not use the forecast information for this year. The other group stated that they 
were going to use the water now because the most probable tercile was above-normal and 
the skill score, from the verification graphic, was between 0.7 and 0.8, which meant to them 
that the skill was relatively high.  

The next group analysed IRI forecast and verification maps (Figure 2a and 2b). They 
concluded that the data was clear to understand. The forecast indicated a 40-45% below-
normal precipitation for the season. Although the verification does not show forecast skill, the 
group decided to use the hydropower water resources now.  

The following two groups were given forecast and verification graphics from ECMWF (Figure 
3a and 3b). The first one found that the forecast indicates a 40-80% probability above normal 
precipitation in the whole region. The verification did not demonstrate that there is skill in the 
target region, so the group decided that they would not use the forecast in their decision-
making process. The second of these groups could not answer the questions. There were too 
many unfamiliar terms in the graphics in order to identify the forecast and verification 
information and to make a decision. The participants did not know what a tercile, System 3 
and DJF meant. They also did not know what the percentages were, or what the abbreviation 
“prob.” meant. This highlighted the need for better communication to end users starting with 
the basics, such as the use of full or well-defined terms. 

The next group analysed information from the APCC (Figure 4a and 4b). There was no 
verification data available, only the forecast information. They pointed out that the forecast 
shows a 60-70% decrease in precipitation in DJF 2009/2010 (note: this is a misinterpretation 
of a high probability for below normal precipitation). For hydropower planning, the available 
data, and especially the lack of verification was not enough for decision-making. As the 
forecast indicated a possible decrease in rainfall, they decided that the reservoirs should be 
kept filled for the coming season for normal operation of the power plant, with reduced 
downstream flow, just in case the forthcoming precipitation season turned out to be below 
normal.  

The last two groups were given the CPTEC forecast and verification graphics (Figure 5a and 
5b). The first group identified that the forecast indicated a severe decrease in precipitation 
(note: this is also a misinterpretation of a high probability for below normal precipitation). 
However, from the verification graphic, there did not appear to be much skill for the DJF 
season in the area of interest. Therefore, this group decided not to use the forecast 
information for their decision-making process and chose to keep the reservoir water to ensure 
sufficient power for the forthcoming season. The second group answered that the forecast 
predicted that there will be a likely below-normal rainfall and that this was supported by the 
verification maps. They concluded that it is best to use the hydropower in the next season and 
not at present. 

Note that a whole range of decisions were taken based on forecasts for the same variable 
and time period but from different FCs. This exercise also highlighted the human aspect of the 
use of probabilistic information versus the amount of risk an individual is willing to take.  
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3. Conclusions 
The main focus of this chapter concerns the challenges regarding the visual communication of climate 
forecast information to end users and decision makers of climate-sensitive sectors. The results of this 
research show that fundamental changes have to be made to improve the accessibility and 
visualisation techniques of forecast information, and the communication between scientists and users. 
A set of recommendations are outlined below. 

 

Availability and accessibility: 

 Users should be able to access information freely, or be granted access for scientific reasons. 

 Websites should be translated into English in order to improve the wide dissemination of the 
information. 

 Forecast information should be easily accessible: No more than three clicks from the initial 
website. 

 User friendliness of the website could be improved to facilitate navigation e.g. by introducing 
standardised web designs and search options at all Fcs. 

Visualisation and description: 

 A standard forecast type and verification type should be used, as well as a common layout for 
forecasts and verifications that appear alongside each other.  

 Explanations of the fundamental information regarding forecast terminologies should be 
consistent between FCs.  

 Latitude and longitude labels and grid should be included in all forecasts. 

 Titles should contain information detailing the variable, forecast period, issue date, indication of 
units, and a legend and target region. They must be self-explanatory. 

 Every forecast should be accompanied by explanatory text, which clarifies terminologies and 
how the graphic and colours should be read/interpreted. 

 Colour choice and selection should be standardised across all FCs, in order to know exactly 
which tercile is above-normal, near-normal and below-normal. For example, the same colour 
should consistently be assigned to the above-normal category e.g. blue in the case of 
precipitation (wet) and to the below-normal category to represent wet e.g. red in the case of 
precipitation to represent dry. A further study could be undertaken to clarify if these colours 
should remain consistent across all variables i.e. is there any added value to switching the red 
and blue categories for temperature?  

Decision-makers from various climate-sensitive sectors could benefit from improved accessibility, 
communication and understanding of climate forecast products if these recommendations are adopted 
across all FCs. This is of particular relevance during El Niño (or La Niña) events, when climate-related 
impacts in climate-sensitive sectors are more likely and also more predictable (Ropelewski & Halpert, 
1987; Halpert & Ropelewski, 1992; Goddard & Dilley, 2005). 

Following the exercises to evaluate the perception of the DJF 2009/10 precipitation forecast, most 
answered that seasonal forecasts are helpful but not relevant to make decisions because they are too 
uncertain, based on the idea that climate is too chaotic to predict. There appeared to be a lack of 
understanding on the role of the verification data to support the forecasts, which needs particular 
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attention in on-going climate forecast communications. Nevertheless, there was a general agreement 
that it is useful to have these climate outlooks as an orientation, but that one has to be careful with 
their interpretation. All individuals agreed that, to overcome barriers in the use of seasonal forecasts, 
the degree of uncertainty is a key aspect to communicate effectively and consistently. 

The general conclusion that arose from the analysis was that each FC uses different techniques to 
communicate climate information, which is confusing for the end user. Individuals also interpret 
information very differently and have diverging expectations, which highlights that decision-making is 
related to the amount of risk an individual is willing to take and individual tolerance towards risk.  

The results of the participatory exercises have underlined the existing gap between the scientific data 
available and the information needed by decision-makers (Asrar, Hurrell & Busalacchi, 2013). Some 
groups misinterpreted forecast probabilities as the magnitude of precipitation (e.g. a high probability of 
the below normal category was interpreted as a severe decrease in precipitation). Therefore, training 
to interpret probabilistic information, tailored websites or information centres would be helpful to 
connect provider and user needs and understanding. It is thought that these initiatives should be 
sector tailored so that end users can relate to their specific application and, in turn, facilitate the 
integration of climate forecast information in decisions-making processes. Further, it is necessary to 
establish inter-comparison exercises between forecasting centres, to ensure that climate forecast 
products are communicated consistently.  

Additional work is needed to implement the standardisation options at the FCs regarding accessibility 
and visual communication of forecasts towards the development of climate services. New 
communication approaches should be explored. In a more general context, a clearer distinction 
between climate projections (e.g. IPCC) and climate predictions (e.g. probabilistic seasonal forecasts) 
is urgently needed, as end users assume that these two products show the same information. Finally, 
the use of probabilistic forecast information also requires an evaluation of the corresponding risk and 
the economic cost for a range of possible decisions that are specific to a climate-sensitive sector (e.g. 
energy).  

This is a very preliminary study of the barriers to using climate information in decision making, 
focusing on the visual and descriptive aspects of climate forecast communication. However, there are 
many other dimensions to the problem, such as tailoring climate information to user needs 
(Rasmussen et al., 2014), estimating their potential economic value (Sultan, Barbier, Fortilus, Mbaye, 
& Leclerc, 2010) and analysing risk management approach of end users (Crane, Roncoli, Paz et al., 
2010). Research that brings together these themes could help to greatly advance the use of climate 
forecasts in decision making processes, to facilitate the adaptation of key sectors of society to on-
going climate variability and the corresponding risks. 

 

4. Related information 

 
This research is relevant to SPECS WP62: Forecast visualisation and outreach, and in particular Task 
6.2.1 Improving the display of forecast information on European climate service web sites and D62.3: 
Improved display of the forecast information on European climate service web sites (M48). It is also 
relevant to the EUPORIAS project, in particular WP41: Climate information for decision making and 
WP42: Climate services prototypes. 
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